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We consider subobjects in the context of point-free convergence (in the sense of Goubault-Larrecq and Mynard), characterizing
extremal monomorphisms in the opposite category of that of convergence lattices. It turns out that special ones are needed to
capture the notion of subspace. We call them standard and they essentially depend on one element of the convergence lattice. We
introduce notions of compactness and closedness for general flters on a convergence lattice, obtaining adequate notions for
standard extremal monos by restricting ourselves to principal flters. Te classical facts that a closed subset of a compact space is
compact and that a compact subspace of a Hausdorf space is closed fnd generalizations in the point-free setting under the form of
general statements about flters. We also give a point-free analog of the classical fact that a continuous bijection from a compact
pseudotopology to a Hausdorf pseudotopology is a homeomorphism.

1. Introduction

Recall that a convergence ξ on a set X is a relation between
the set FPX of (set-theoretic) flters on X and the set X,
denoted by

x ∈ limξF, (1)

ifF and x are ξ-related, subject to the following two axioms:

(monotone)F ⊂ G⇒limξF ⊂ limξG,

(point axiom) x ∈ limξ x{ }
↑
,

(2)

for every x ∈ X and everyF,G ∈ FPX. Continuity of a map
f: (X, ξ)⟶ (Y, τ) is simply preservation of limits, that is,

(continuity) f limξF  ⊂ limτf[F], (3)

where f[F] � B ⊂ Y: f−1(B) ∈ F  ∈ FPY is the image
flter of F under f.

Let Conv denote the category of convergence spaces and
continuous maps. Tis is a topological category in which
subspaces are defned as usual as the initial structure for the
inclusion map; namely, if A ⊂ X and (X, τ) is a convergence

space, then the induced convergence τ|A on A is defned by
limτ|A

F � limτF
↑X ∩A, whereF↑X is the flter generated on

X by the flter F on A.
Te category Top of topological spaces and continuous

maps is a concretely refective subcategory of Conv. See e.g.,
[1], for a systematic treatment of Conv and of classical
topology from that viewpoint.

In [2], Goubault-Larrecq andMynard introduce a point-
free generalization of Conv in which the function

limξ: FPX→PX, (4)

is abstracted away to a monotone function

lim: FL⟶ L, (5)

from (order-theoretic) flters on a lattice L to L. Note that
(point axiom) is not part of the axiomatic in this point-free
version of convergence spaces, though the notion can also be
recovered (as so-called centered convergence lattices) in an
abstract order-theoretic form.

In the context of this paper, a lattice is an ordered set
with all fnite joins and meets, including the empty ones, so
that our lattices have a greatest element, usually denoted by
⊤ and a least element usually denoted by ⊥. Lattice
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morphisms preserve all fnite joins and meets including the
empty ones, so that our lattice morphisms send the greatest
element to greatest element and the least to least. Let Lat
denote the corresponding category. By a category of lattices,
we mean a subcategory of Lat.

Defnition 1. Given a category C of lattices, a convergence
C-object (L, lim) is a C-object L together with a monotone
map lim: FL⟶ L. Te objects of the categoryCConv are the
convergence C-objects, and the morphisms φ: L⟶ L′ are
the C-morphisms that are continuous in the sense that for
everyF ∈ FL′,

(ptfree continuity) limL′F≤φ limLφ
−1

(F) , (6)

where φ− 1(F) � ℓ ∈ L: φ(ℓ) ∈F . Te morphism φ is
fnal (in the usual categorical sense) if we have equality in
(ptfree continuity).

Te category Conv embeds corefectively into
(CConv)op when C is the category Frm of frames or CFrm
of coframes: the powerset-functor P: Conv⟶ (CConv)op

sending (X, ξ) to (PX, limξ) and f: (X, ξ)⟶ (Y, τ) to
Pf � f−1: PY⟶ PX (in CConv) is then right-adjoint to
the point-functor pt: (CConv)op⟶ Conv (the core-
fector), where the underlying set of ptL, the set of “points”
of L, is the set of CConv-morphisms from L to P(1), hence
depending on the choice of C. Te convergence structure
on ptL is given by

(Conv on pt) limptLF � limLF
°( 

•
, (7)

where ℓ• � φ ∈ ptL: φ(ℓ) � 1{ }  and F° � ℓ ∈ L: ℓ• ∈ F{ }.
Finally, if φ ∈ CConv(L, L′), then ptφ: ptL′ ⟶ ptL is de-
fned by pt(φ)(f) � f ∘φ.

In the same work [2], adjunctions between Conv, CConv,
and some of their important subcategories are proved, and it
is also shown that, if C is the category of coframes, CConv is a
topological category. Tough the point-free analog of the
category of topological spaces in CConv is not related in a
straightforward way with the classical approach to point-free
topology [2], ([2], section 8.5) shows how the latter can be
recovered, realizing the category of locales as a refective
subcategory of the opposite of the category of strong to-
pological coframes in the CConv context. Tis new frame-
work already proved further versatility, as the category of
convergence approach spaces in the sense of [3] can also be
faithfully represented in CConv [4].

In the present work, we explore the basic concepts of
subspace, compactness, closedness, and Hausdorfness in
the setting of CConv. More specifcally, we characterize the
extremal monomorphisms of (CConv)op, that is, the extremal
epimorphism of CConv, as the C-extremal epimorphism that
are also fnal in CConv. Tough this provides an adequate
notion of subobject, a stricter notion is necessary to capture
exactly those subobjects of the convergence lattice
(PX, limξ) coming from a convergence space (X, ξ) that
represent a subspace of (X, ξ). We call such extremal epis
standard. Tey essentially depend on a single element of the

convergence lattice, like picking a subspace of X depends on
picking an element of PX.

In the context of convergence spaces, the notions of
closedness and compactness have been generalized to
families of subsets rather than single subsets, e.g., [1, 5, 6]
and references therein, to the efect that a subset has the
property if and only if its principal flter does. Similarly, in
the point-free context, we consider compactness and
closedness for flters, and the case of a principal flter
provides notions for standard extremal epis. We also
consider a second direction of generalization, defning
compactness for morphisms, though few results are ob-
tained in this direction. Tis avenue may be explored
further in future work.

Troughout this work, we are going to use defnitions
and notations from [2] for convergence lattices, from [7, 8]
for categorical notions, and from [9, 10] for lattice theory
and locales. Moreover, though we work with categories C of
lattices, some notions involve infnite suprema or infma.
Whenever they appear, the existence of such infma or suprema
is implicitly assumed, so that the notion is most naturally
considered within convergence lattices that are complete lat-
tices, though the morphisms remain those of CConv.

2. Subobjects in Categories of
Convergence Lattices

As pointed out in ([10], III. 1) and ([8], 1.2.2.6 2), the
extremal monomorphisms are the categorical candidates to
represent the subobjects of a topological category. Because
we are working in (CConv)op, the extremal monomorphisms
there are the extremal epimorphisms in CConv. Recall that an
epimorphism e is extremal if whenever e � m ∘f for a
morphismf and amonomorphismm,m is an isomorphism.

It turns out that these extremal epimorphisms have the
expected topological behavior of being fnal.

Theorem 1. Let C be a category of lattices. Te extremal
epimorphisms of CConv are exactly extremal epimorphisms of
C that are fnal in CConv.

Proof. Assume that φ: (L, limL)⟶ (L′, limL′) is a
CConv-extremal epimorphism and let m ∘f be a C-factor-
ization of φ, where m is a C-monomorphism.

(L, limL)
φ

f

(L′, limL′)

Z

m

Note that, even if C is not a category of coframes, we can
always construct the fnal structures for sources with only
one morphism ([2], Corollary 3.3). Here we can give Z the
fnal structure limZF � f(limLf−1(F)). As f is fnal and
φ � m ∘f is a morphism, we conclude that m is a
CConv-morphism. Terefore, m is a CConv-isomorphism
because φ is an extremal epimorphism in CConv. In
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particular, m is an isomorphism of C. Hence, φ is an
extremal epimorphism of C.

Moreover, φ: (L, limL)⟶ (L′, limL′) is fnal. To see
this, consider the next commutative triangle

(L, limL)

(L' , limφL)

(L' , limL')

idL'

φ

φ̂

Assume conversely that φ: (L, limL)⟶ (L′, limL′) is an
extremal epimorphism of C that is fnal in CConv. Let m ∘f
be a CConv factorization of φ with m a
CConv-monomorphism:

φ

f

(Z, limZ)

m

(L, limL) (L′, limL′)

Ten m is in particular a C-monomorphism, hence a
C-isomorphism, which means that f � m−1φ as maps, and
therefore, because φ is fnal inCConv, we conclude thatm− 1 is
a CConv morphism. □

Remark 1. Note that when C is the category of frames, the
extremal epimorphisms of C are the onto C-morphisms
([10], Proposition 1.1.3). Tis is also true for the category of
coframes.

Note that with this notion of subobject, there may
be more subobjects of a convergence space (X, ξ) seen
as a convergence lattice (PX, limξ) than subspaces of
(X, ξ).

Proposition 1. Let (X, ξ) be a convergence space. Given an
extremal epimorphism φ: (PX, limξ)⟶ L′ of CConv, the
following are equivalent:

(1) Tere is A ⊂ X with inclusion map i: A⟶ X such
that

commutes, where j: (PA, limξ|A
)⟶ L′ is an iso-

morphism (equivalently a monomorphism) of CConv.
(2) ℓφ ≔ ∧φ−1(⊤L′) satisfes φ(ℓφ) � ⊤L′ and φ is injec-

tive on ↓ℓφ.

Proof. (1)⟹(2): note that in (1) j is an isomorphism
whenever it is a monomorphism because φ is an extremal
epimorphism. Assuming (1),

φ−1 ⊤L′(  � (Pi)
−1 ∘ j−1 ⊤L′( 

&9; � (Pi)
−1

(A) � B ⊂ X: B ⊂ A{ },

(8)
because j−1(⊤L′) � ⊤PA  as j is an isomorphism. Hence,
∧φ− 1(⊤L′) � A and φ(A) � j(Pi(A)) � j(A) � ⊤L′ and
moreover, if B≠C ∈↓ℓφ, that is, B≠C ∈ PA, then Pi(B) �

B∩A � B and Pi(C) � C∩A � C are diferent elements of
PA and thus their images under the isomorphism j are
diferent elements of L′. Hence, φ(B)≠φ(C).

(2)⟹(1): let A � ∧φ− 1(⊤L′). Consider the map
j: (PA, limξ|A

)⟶ L′ defned by j(B) � φ(B) for every
B ∈ PA ⊂ PX. As φ(A) � ⊤L′ and φ is a morphism of C, so
is j. Moreover, φ is injective on ↓A so that j is a mono-
morphism of C and for every D ∈ PX,

φ(D) � φ(D∩X)

� φ(D)∧φ(X) � φ(D)∧φ(A)

� φ(D∩A) � (j ∘Pi)(D).

(9)

Moreover, j is continuous because Pi is fnal and φ �

j ∘Pi is continuous.
Recall that an epimorphism e: L⟶ L′ is split if it has a

right-inverse, that is, if there is a morphism s: L′ ⟶ L such
that e ∘ s � idL′ . Split epimorphisms are extremal. Note that
when A is a subspace of (X, ξ) as in Proposition 1, then
Pi: (PX, limξ)⟶ (PA, limξ|A

) is also a split epimorphism,
taking s � e ∘ j−1, where e: PA⟶ PX is e(B) � B. How-
ever, there are split epimorphisms that do not correspond to
subspaces (e.g., Example 1 below). □

Defnition 2. An extremal epimorphism φ: L⟶ L′ of
CConvis standard if ℓφ ≔ ∧φ−1(⊤L′) satisfes φ(ℓφ) � ⊤L′ and
φ is injective on ↓ℓφ.

Proposition 2. An extremal epimorphism φ: L⟶ L′ of
CConv is standard if and only if L′ is isomorphic to a sublattice
of L of the form ↓ℓ for some ℓ ∈ L with the limit given by

lim↓ℓF � ℓ ∧ limL↑F, (10)

for every F ∈ F(↓ℓ).

Proof. For every ℓ ∈ L, the map φ: L⟶↓ℓ defned by
φ(m) � m∧ℓ is a standard extremal epimorphism if lim↓ℓ is
given by (10). Indeed, φ is onto and is the identity on ↓ℓ, so
that ℓ � ℓφ, φ(ℓ) � ℓ � ⊤↓ℓ and φ is injective on ↓ℓ.

Conversely, given a standard extremal epimorphism
φ: L⟶ L′ of CConv, we can show that L′ is isomorphic to
↓ℓφ with the corresponding limit given by (10).

However, not all extremal epimorphisms are standard as
shown in the following. □

Proposition 3. Given a convergence lattice (L, limL) with at
least two elements and φ ∈ ptL, then φ: L⟶ P(1) is a split
(hence extremal) epimorphism of CConv.
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Proof. Let s: P(1) � ⊤,⊥{ }⟶ L be defned by s(⊥) � ⊥L

and s(⊤) � ⊤L. Tis is continuous because limP(1) ⊤{ } � ⊤
so that for every proper flter F ∈ FL, limLF≤
s(limP(1)s

−1(F)) � ⊤L because s−1(F) � ⊤{ }. Hence,
φ ∘ s � idP(1). □

Example 1. (a split epimorphism of Latconv that is not
standard). Note that if C is the category Lat of lattices and
(X, ξ) is a convergence space, then a point φ: PX⟶ P(1)

of (PX, limξ) can be identifed with the flter F � φ−1(⊤),
which is prime because φ is a lattice morphism and satisfes
limξF ∈F by the continuity condition. As prime flters of
PX are ultraflters, points of (PX, limξ) are ultrafltersU on
X satisfying limξU ∈ U. Tere may be such nonprincipal
ultraflters on a convergence space. For instance, on an
infnite Noetherian topological space (X, ξ), all free ultra-
flters are points of (PX, limξ) (see [11] for details), which
are nonstandard extremal epimorphisms, for ∧φ−1(⊤) �

∩U � ∅ and φ(∅) � ⊥.
Let us now examine the action of the functor pt on

extremal epimorphism of CConv.

Theorem 2. If φ: L⟶ L′ is a fnal epimorphism of CConv

(in particular an extremal epimorphism), then ptφ:

ptL′ ⟶ ptL is one-to-one and initial; that is, ptL′ is (ho-
meomorphic to) a subspace of ptL.

Proof. ptφ is one-to-one. Indeed, if f, g: L⟶ P(1) are
two points of L′ and ptφ(f) � ptφ(g), that is, f ∘φ � g ∘φ,
then f � g because φ is an epimorphism. If φ is fnal, then
ptφ is initial. Indeed, if f: (X, ξ)⟶ ptL′ with ptφ ∘f:

(X, ξ)⟶ ptL continuous, then ptφ(f(x)) ∈ limptLptφ ∘
f[F] whenever x ∈ limξF, that is, ptφ(f(x))

(limL(ptφ(f[F]))∘) � ⊤ in P(1), equivalently, f(x) ∘
φ(limL(ptφ(f[F]))∘) � ⊤. We want to show that
f(x) ∈ limptL′f[F], that is, f(x)(limL′(f[F])∘) � ⊤ in
P(1). Since φ is fnal, limL′(f[F])∘ � φ(limLφ−1

((f[F])∘)), so that f(x)(limL′(f[F])∘) � f(x) ∘
φ(limLφ−1((f[F])∘)). Hence, it is enough to show that
(ptφ(f[F]))∘ � φ−1((f[F])∘), which follows from

ℓ ∈ φ− 1
f[F]

∘
( ⟺φ(ℓ) ∈ (f[F])

∘

⟺(φ(ℓ))• ∈ f[F]

⟺∃F ∈F f(F) ⊂ (φ(ℓ)))•
( 

⟺∃F ∈F, ∀x ∈ F(f(x)(φ(ℓ)) � ⊤)

⟺∃F ∈F, ∀x ∈ F(ptφ(f(x))(ℓ) � ⊤)

⟺ℓ• ∈ ptφ(f[F])

⟺ℓ ∈ (ptφ(f[F]))
∘
.

(11)

□

3. Variants of Compactness in
Convergence Lattices

We shall defne notions of adherence (the adherence defned
here is the natural generalization to subsets of L of what is
called raw adherence and denoted by adh0 in [2]),

compactness and closedness, in the point-free convergence
setting. To this end, we say that two subsets A and B of a
lattice L mesh, in symbols A#B, if a∧ b>⊥ for every a ∈ A

and every b ∈ B. We also write A# � ℓ ∈ L: ℓ{ }#A{ }. Note
that if two flters F and G on L mesh, then there is the
smallest flter that contains them both.

Defnition 3. Let (L, limL) be a convergence lattice and
F ∈ FL, we defne the adherence of F as

adhLF � ∨
G∈FL

G#F

limG.
(12)

Note that ∨G∈FL
G⊃F

limG≤ adhF because G ∈ FL:{

G⊃F} ⊂ G∈FL:G#F{ }, and if G#F there is H � ↑ g∧f:

g ∈ G, f ∈F}⊃F with limH≥ limG, so that

adhF � ∨
G∈FL
G⊃F

limG. (13)

Remark 2. As is well known, under the Axiom of Choice,
denoting UL the set of maximal flters on L, the set U(F) �

U ∈ UL: U⊃F{ } is always nonempty and thus the adher-
ence only depends on maximal flters via:

adhF � ∨
U∈UF

limU. (14)

Lemma 1. If f: M⟶ L is a CConv-morphism, then

adhLF≤f adhMf
− 1

(F) , (15)

for every F ∈ FL.

Proof. Since limLG≤f(limMf− 1(G)) for every G ∈ FL

with G⊃F,

adhLF � ∨
G⊃F limLG≤ ∨

G⊃F
f limMf

−1
(G) 

≤f ∨
G⊃F

limMf
− 1

(G) 

≤f ∨
H⊃f− 1(F)

limMH  � f adhMf
− 1

(F) .

(16)

Abstracting from the case of L � (PX, limξ), we say that
ℓ ∈ L is compact if every F ∈ FL with ℓ ∈ F satisfes
adhLF∧ ℓ >⊥L. We shall generalize the notion of compactness
in several directions. On one hand, compactness of an element ℓ
should coincide with compactness of the corresponding stan-
dard extremal epimorphism −∧ℓ: L⟶↓ℓ for an appropriate
notion of compactness of φ: L⟶ L′. On the other hand,
compactness has been extended to families of subsets in a very
useful fashion in the context of Conv (See, e.g., [1, 5, 6, 12] and
references therein) and this can be extended to the point-free
setting. We start with the latter, as the corresponding notions
will be useful in analyzing the former concept. □
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3.1. Compactness for Filters

Defnition 4. Let (L, limL) be a convergence lattice and
D ⊂ FL. A flter F ∈ FL is D-compact at A ⊂ L if

∀D ∈ D, D#F⟹adhD ∈ A
#

. (17)

When D � FL, we omit the prefx D. When A � F we omit
“at F.” Hence, F is compact if

∀H ∈ FL, H#F⟹adhH ∈ F#
. (18)

In the case where A � ⊤{ }, we omit “at A” and add the sufx
“oid.” So F is D-compactoid means that

∀H ∈ D,H#F⟹adhH>⊥. (19)

A related notion is that of near D-compactness as in-
troduced (in the case L � PX) in [5]. A flterF on L is nearly
D-compact at A ⊂ L if

∀D ∈ D, D⊃F⟹adhD ∈ A
#

. (20)

Note that with these defnitions, an element ℓ ∈ L is
compact if and only if its principal flter ↑ℓ is a compact flter.
Hence, relativizations of compactness with respect to a class
of flters D (yielding notions of countable compactness,
Lindelöfness, etc.) or with respect to a subset A of L can be
applied to a single element, identifying it with its principal
flter. As a result, we say that a convergence lattice L is
D-compact if ⊤{ } is D-compactoid, that is, adhD>⊥ for
every proper flter D ∈ D.

Remark 3. Note that whenD � F is the class of all flters, then
D-compactness and near D-compactness are equivalent. In-
deed, ifF is nearly compact (at A) andH#F there is a flterG
fner thanF andH. By near compactness, adhG ∈ A#. Since
G⊃H, adhG≤ adhH and thus adhH ∈ A#.

It is clear that the image under the P functor of a
compact convergence space is CConv-compact (that is, F �

⊤{ } is compact).

Defnition 5. Let (L, limL) be a convergence lattice. A flter
F ∈ FL is closed if

adhF≤∧F. (21)

Remark 4. Note that this is a generalization to flters of the
notion of closed element of a convergence lattice (L, lim) as
defned in [4, 13] (which is diferent from the notion of
closed element introduced in [2], where the present notion is
called quasi-closed), where ℓ ∈ L is closed if

ℓ ∈F⟹limF≤ ℓ, (22)

for everyF ∈ FL. Indeed, ℓ ∈ L is a closed element if and only
if its principal flter ↑ℓ is closed in the sense of Defnition 5.

Hence, a subspace (A, ξ|A) of a convergence space (X, ξ)

is closed if and only if A is a closed element of (PX, limξ) if
and only if the principal flter of A in the convergence lattice
(PX, limξ) is closed in the sense of the previous defnition.

Theorem 3. Let (L, limL) be a convergence lattice and
D ⊂ FL, let G⊃F be flters on L, where F is D-compactoid
and G is closed. Ten, G is nearly D-compact.

Proof. LetD ∈ DwithD⊃G. Note that adhG≥ adhD.Ten,
D#F because G⊃F, and F is D-compactoid, hence,

adhG≥ adhD>⊥. (23)

As G is closed, ⊥< adhD≤∧G so that

adhD∧g � adhD>⊥, (24)

for every g ∈ G and the conclusion follows.
In the case where D � FL, we obtain, in view of Re-

mark 3: □

Corollary 1. IfF is compactoid, G⊃F, and G is closed then
G is compact.

In particular, in the caseF � ⊤{ } we have the following.

Corollary 2. If (L, limL) is a compact convergence lattice
then every closed flter on L is compact.

In particular, applying this fact to principal flters, the
fact that closed subspaces of a compact convergence space
are closed extends to the point-free setting: every closed
element of a compact convergence lattice is compact.

Te point-free version of the classical fact that a continuous
image of a compact set is compact will not extend straightfor-
wardly to all morphisms in an arbitrary category of convergence
lattices, but we can give a version in convergence frames.

To this end, note that a class of flters D consists of a set
DL ⊂ FL of flters on each lattice L.

Defnition 6. We say that a class D of flters is admissible if
given a lattice morphism f: L⟶ L′, f(D) ∈ DL′ when-
ever D ∈ DL and f−1(H) ∈ DL whenever H ∈ DL′.

Note that, in particular, if D is admissible and L′ ⊂ L,
then every G ∈ DL′ generates a flter of DL.

Recall that frames are pseudocomplemented; that is, every
ℓ ∈ L has a pseudocomplementℓ∗ ≔ ∨ m ∈ L:{ m∧ℓ � ⊥},
which satisfes ℓ∧ℓ∗ � ⊥. Note that if ℓ has a pseudo-
complement, then ℓ ∈ F# if and only if ℓ∗ ∉F. In general, a
lattice or frame morphism does not need to preserve pseu-
docomplements, though φ(ℓ∗)≤ (φ(ℓ))∗ whenever ℓ and
φ(ℓ) have pseudcomplements. On the other hand, a mor-
phism of Heyting algebras preserves pseudocomplements.

Lemma 2. Let L and L′ be lattices and φ: L⟶ L′ be a
lattice morphism. Let F ∈ FL′ and ℓ ∈ L. Ten,

φ(ℓ) ∈ F#⟹ℓ ∈ φ−1
(F) 

#
. (25)

If ℓ is pseudocomplemented and φ preserves pseudo-
complements, then the converse is true.
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Proof. If φ(ℓ)∧m≠⊥ then ℓ∧a≠⊥ for every a ∈ φ− 1(m),
for φ(ℓ∧a) � φ(ℓ)∧φ(a) � φ(ℓ)∧m≠⊥ and φ(⊥L) � ⊥L′ . In
particular, if φ(ℓ) ∈ F# then ℓ ∈ (φ− 1(F))#.

Conversely, if ℓ ∈ φ− 1(F)# then ℓ∗ ∉ φ− 1(F), that is,
φ(ℓ∗) ∉ F. If φ respects pseudocomplements φ(ℓ∗) �

φ(ℓ)∗ ∉ F equivalently, φ(ℓ) ∈ F#. □

Theorem  . Let g: (L, limL)⟶ (H, limH) be a FrmConv

morphism that preserves pseudocomplements. IfF ∈ F(H) is
compact, then g−1(F) is compact.

Note that in the classical case where L � PY, H � PX,
and g � f− 1, where f: X⟶ Y, then L and H are Boolean
algebras, hence complemented, and g respects comple-
ments, hence pseudocomplements.

Proof. Let ℓ ∈ L such that g(ℓ) ∈F. If H#g− 1[F], then
g[H]#F by Lemma 2. Tus, adhg[H]#F because F is
compact. In particular, adhg[H]∧g(ℓ)>⊥, that is,

∨
W#g[H]

limW ∧g(ℓ)≠⊥. (26)

Since L is a frame, this implies that there is W#g[H]

with limW∧g(ℓ)≠⊥.
Now, limW≤g(limg− 1(W)) by (ptfree continuity).

Tus,

⊥≠ limW∧g(ℓ)≤g limg
−1

(W)∧ℓ , (27)

so that limg− 1(W)∧ℓ ≠⊥, because g is a lattice morphism,
hence sends ⊥ to ⊥.

Recall that a convergence space is Hausdorf if limF

consists of at most one point for every flterF on the space.
Te following defnition gives an abstraction to the point-
free setting. □

Defnition 7. We say a convergence lattice (L, limL) is
Hausdorf if for everyF ∈ F(L) either limF � ⊥ or limF is
an atom of L; that is, limF is minimal in L\ ⊥{ }.

It is straightforward that the image under P of any
Hausdorf convergence space is a Hausdorf convergence
lattice.

Theorem 5. Let (L, limL) be a Hausdorf convergence frame
and let F be a compact flter on L. Ten, F is closed.

Proof. We have to prove that

∨
F⊂G

limG � adhF≤∧F. (28)

It will be enough to prove that

limG≤f, (29)

for any G⊃F and any f ∈ F. For any such G and f,
adhG#F by compactness of F. Hence,

∨
H⊃G (limH)∧f>⊥, (30)

equivalently,

∨
H⊃G

(limH∧f)>⊥, (31)

because L is a frame. Hence,

∀f ∈ F∃Hf⊃G limHf∧f>⊥ . (32)

Because L is Hausdorf, it follows that

limG≤ limHf � limHf∧f≤f. (33)
□

Remark 5. Te same result can be obtained without using
the assumption that L be a frame, using maximal flters as in
Remark 2, hence using the Axiom of Choice.

3.2. PseudotopologicalConvergenceLattices andMinimality of
CompactHausdorf Structures. We call a convergence lattice
pseudotopological, if for every F ∈ F(L),

limF≥ ∧
H#F

adhH. (34)

Note that the reverse inequality in (34) is always true (of
course, (34) implicitly assumes that the infmum involved
exists. Hence, pseudotopological convergence lattices are
most naturally considered in the context of complete
lattices).

Given a convergence lattice (L, limL), we defne its
pseudotopological modifcation limS

L: F(L)⟶ L by

limS
LF ≔ ∧

H#F
adhLH. (35)

In view of Remark 2, limS
LF � ∧U∈U(F)limLU, under the

ultraflter principle, in particular under the Axiom of
Choice.

Lemma 3. Let (L, limL) be a convergence lattice. Under the
Axiom of Choice, (L, limL) is Hausdorf if and only if
(L, limS

L) is Hausdorf.

Proof. Since limLF≤ lim
S
LF, limLF is either⊥ or an atom if

this is the case for limS
LF. Conversely, assume (L, limS

L) is
not Hausdorf, that is, there is F ∈ FL and ℓ ∈ L with
⊥< ℓ < limS

LF. Under the Axiom of Choice, this means that
limLU> ℓ >⊥ for every U ∈ U(F) and thus (L, limL) is not
Hausdorf. □

Remark 6. Note that the correspondingConv statement that
a convergence ξ is Hausdorf if and only if its pseudoto-
pological modifcation Sξ is, can be proved without invoking
the ultraflter principle, but we were not able to obtain the
general point-free analog in a choice-free manner.

Another classical convergence result ([1], Corollary IX.
2.8), to the efect that a continuous bijection from a compact
pseudotopology to a Hausdorf pseudotopology is a ho-
meomorphism, fnds a natural point-free generalization.

Theorem 6. Assume the Axiom of Choice. Let
φ: (L, limL)⟶ (L′, limL′) be a bijective CConv morphism,
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(L, limL) be Hausdorf, and (L′, limL′) be compact. Ten,
φ: (L, limS

L)⟶ (L′, limS
L′) is an isomorphism.

Keep in mind that if φ is a bijective morphism of C, then
U is a maximal flter if and only if φ(U) is maximal, and φ
preserves all infma and suprema.

Proof. We shall prove continuity of φ−1, that is,

limS
LF≤φ

−1 limS
L′φ(F) , (36)

for all F ∈ F(L).
IfU ∈ U(L) then φ(U) ∈ U(L′) and thus limL′φ(U)≠⊥

by compactness of L′. Moreover, limL′φ(U)≤φ(limLφ− 1

(φ(U))) by continuity of φ applied to the flter φ(U), which
is equivalent to φ− 1(limL′φ(U))≤ limLU because φ is bi-
jective. Hence, ⊥≠φ− 1(limL′φ(U))≤ limLU. Because
(L, limL) is Hausdorf, limLU is minimal in L\ ⊥{ } and
therefore, φ− 1(limL′φ(U)) � limLU.

Now take F ∈ F(L). Applying the fact that φ is a
C-isomorphism and thus φ−1 preserves all infma while
U(φ(F)) � φ(U): U ∈ U(F) , we obtain

limS
LF � ∧

U∈U(F)
limLU � ∧

U∈U(F)
φ−1 limL′φ(U)( 

� φ−1 ∧
U∈U(F)

limL′φ(U) 

� φ−1 ∧
W∈U(φ(F))

limL′W  � φ−1 limS
L′φ(F) .

(37)
□

3.3. CompactMorphisms. Amorphism φ: L⟶ L′ of CConv

is compact if

φ adhLφ
−1

(F) ≠⊥L′ , (38)

for every F ∈ FL′. Tis terminology comes from the
following.

Proposition  . A standard extremal epimorphism
φ: L⟶ L′ of CConv is compact if and only if its defning
element ℓφ � ∧φ−1(⊤L′) is a compact element.

Proof. In view of Proposition 2, we may assume L′ � ↓ℓφ
and φ(m) � m∧ ℓφ. Hence, φ is compact if and only if
ℓφ ∧ adhL↑F≠⊥ for every F ∈ F(↓ℓφ), where ↑F is the
flter F generates on L. Of course, it is equivalent to ask for
ℓφ ∧ adhLG≠⊥ for every G ∈ FL with ℓφ ∈ G, for
F � g∧ℓφ: g ∈ G  ∈ F(↓ℓφ) with ↑F � G.

Te following observation can be seen as an alternative
abstract version (compare Teorem 4) of the fact that the
continuous image of a compact space is compact (remember
that f: M⟶ L is an abstraction of a map Pg: PY⟶ PX

induced by a map g: X⟶ Y). □

Proposition 5. If f: M⟶ L is a CConv-morphism and
φ: L⟶ L′ is compact, then φ ∘f: M⟶ L′ is compact.

Proof. Let F ∈ FL′. We need to show that

φ ∘f adhMf
−1 φ−1

(F)  ≠⊥L′ , (39)

In view of Lemma 1, adhLφ−1(F)≤f(adhMf−1(φ−1(F)))).
Hence, by compactness of φ,

φ ∘f adhMf
−1 φ−1

(F) ≥φ adhLφ
−1

(F)  >⊥L′ . (40)

In particular, in the case of a standard extremal epi-
morphism φ, we can identify L′ with ↓ℓ for a compact el-
ement ℓ ∈ L and φ with φ(m) � m∧ ℓ. Tat φ ∘f is compact
means that

f adhMf
−1

(F) ∧ℓ >⊥L, (41)

for everyF ∈ FL with ℓ ∈ F. Now if f−1(ℓ) ⊂ G ∈ FL, then
ℓ ∈ F � f(G), so that, in view of G ⊂ f− 1f(G),

f adhMG( ∧ ℓ ≥f adhMf
−1

f(G) ∧ℓ >⊥L, (42)

and thus adhMG∧m>⊥M for every m ∈ f−1(ℓ), that is,
adhMG#f−1(ℓ). In other words, f−1(ℓ) is a compact flter.

Tere are various remaining problems to consider re-
lated to compactness in the context of point-free conver-
gence, most notably an analog of the Tychonof theorem
(which frst requires an adequate notion mimicking prod-
ucts) and an analog of the Čech–Stone compactifcation. We
hope to address these issues in a future work. □
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